THE EAGLE SUMMER INSTITUTE

SAVE THE DATE: JULY 21-23, 2020
Eagle Academy for Young Men - Bronx Campus
4143 Third Avenue, Bronx, NY 10457

Join us for an immersive experience like no other to drive school culture, climate capacity-building and deepen equity work for more effectively engaging young men of color. Prepare yourself for the next school year as Eagle Academy educators and practitioners share Eagle Model-based practices from our network of six schools.

Additionally, benefit from 30 years of key learnings and experiences in a plenary session with EAF President and CEO, David Banks, author of Soar: How Boys Learn, Succeed, and Develop Character.

This exclusive opportunity is open to a limited number of School Solutions Teams consisting of five (5) key influencers of climate and culture per school, including mandatory attendance by the Principal. Our three-day Summer Institute will empower your School Solutions Team with practical strategies, tools and an action plan for enhancing a learning environment and school culture where boys thrive.

- Full-day program: 8:00am – 4:00pm
- Interactive, activities-based workshops
- Eagle rituals and routines
- Featured speakers and panels
- Action planning
- Daily meals
- Networking and shared experiences with a larger community of practice

RESERVE NOW...SPACE IS LIMITED! https://eaglesummerinstitute2020.eventbrite.com
After completing the Eventbrite order form, please contact Project Manager, Nancy Calzada, at ncalzada@eafny.org to confirm your team reservation and complete steps to finalize registration.
### PARTICIPANT REFLECTIONS & FEEDBACK

- "This PD should be made available city-wide."
- "Walked away with useful tools and resources for all students especially males."
- "Everything was timely, refreshing and done with genuine love."
- "Very helpful. Will take a lot back to my home school."
- "The best workshop I have taken in quite some time. I’d be willing to sit through that again."
- "Incredible... should present to all the parent coordinators / PA presidents in our district and beyond."
- "Wow, engaging, thought-provoking, genuine, great delivery."
- "...deepened dare I say shifted my understanding..."
- "Best PD I’ve ever attended."
- "Cause for pause and reflection. Enlightening!"
- "Extremely resourceful. Thank you!"
- "Enjoyed the experience because it pushed my thinking to be successful."
- "Made me reflect and think about the outcomes I need to get from the boys."
- "Ideas on how to engage all groups of boys (top, bottom and middle)."
- "Enjoyed working with my group to create a mission statement."
- "It was important to leave with a work product and we did."

---

What was most impactful about the Professional Development Institute was being here with my team and developing the work that we have begun, but really doing that in a community of like-minded people and also facilitators who have done this work on the ground, who actually are grounded in practice, who have worked in schools and who have been doing this work with boys of color for years.

- Middle School Principal, Brooklyn, NY